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ll find healthy dishes to fulfill any craving, any time of day:Hearty, wholegrain pancakes, waffles, and
muffinsVeggie-packed frittatas, omelets, and quichesDelicious and nourishing fruit smoothiesHealthier
versions of your favorite condiments, dips, and spice mixesSatisfying main dishes featuring beef, chicken,
pork, lamb, and fishVegetarian meals and sides filled with nutrient-dense superfoodsInternationally
inspired cuisines, including Italian, Mexican, Asian, and CajunTips and instructions for baking yummy,
hydrogenated oil– You’ll discover simple-to-follow recipes for everything from snacks and salads to hearty
meat meals, vegetarian fare, and satisfying soups and stews.free of charge breads, cakes, and
cookiesDon’think again.ll have to give up the foods you like— Inside, you’ll find healthy makeovers for
your preferred comfort food types, takeout meals, and desserts, making it easy to sustain your heart-
healthy diet and reach your most ambitious weight-reduction and health-improvement goals.  You’1,001
Heart-Healthy Recipes helps it be easier than ever before for you to avoid expensive and unsafe processed
food items and instead prepare and revel in dishes that may help you maintain healthy cholesterol
amounts and decrease your risk for heart disease. And if you imagine eating healthy means you’t sacrifice
taste and variety with regard to healthy eating.ll ever want, and revel in the foods and flavors you and
your family love, in this one book! Find all the heart-healthy recipes you’
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Great author I have three of his books and they are all fantastic. My husband was identified as having
raised chlesterol and needed an angioplasty and stent. We know what he can't consume (including white
loaf of bread, white rice, white pasta, butter, hardly any eggs and cheese, etc. I had borrowed the book
from the library and actually wanted to bought it. But simply knowing what somebody can eat will not
tell you how exactly to cook healthy, interesting meals. Apart from a few recipes for brownish or wild rice
and other wholegrains, it's been almost ineffective. Phenomenally, in this point in time, there is very little
av ailable. The write up to this publication led me to believe it would include the sort of dishes we are in
need of.. I have been looking for recipes that meet up with his requirements. Also, the 1,001 name is
quite misleading! The recipe in this cookbook for low sodium soy offers only 50+ mg. Lots of wonderful
bread dishes are included. Really good low sodium resource I can't say enough good things about this
publication. I use it constantly in my cooking. Example: dark brown rice with poultry broth, or with
parsley, or with some other teeny change that should have been just choices off the main recipe. Five
Stars good recipes Love it Love it Waste materials of space on my bookshelf So lots of the recipes in this
reserve call for packaged ranch dressing, onion soup mix, taco seasoning, cheddar cheese, cream cheese,
parmesan cheese, feta cheese, sour cream, bread crumbs, whole eggs, olives, bacon, bottled salad
dressing, smoked poultry (where does one also find that? You actually miss getting to make a good
sandwich that does't break apart before you can eat it.) and additional high sodium/high unwanted fat
ingredients. Very useful resource Many many good quality recipes and organized in an excellent format.)
I've had to improvise many of the quality recipes because I've felt that the created recipes were too
bland.that is over half of my daily allotment of sodium! As a diabetic I have to adapt most of the recipes.
Also some do not meet the newest "heart healthy" standards since this is a compilation of two old books.
It's great to have all the nutritional information for each recipe- but be cautious! some of the best recipes
are the staples For me, among the best recipes are the staples. Regular soy sauce has nearly 1,000 mg of
sodium. What he does is take a simple recipe, add one or two different ingredients, and call it a complete
new recipe. a couple of things require a trip to a Whole Foods or other marketplace, but being able to
make the foods my children loves, that tastes the same only minus the heart troubling ingredients, will
probably be worth the trip. Overall, nice cookbook I've tried many dishes in this cookbook. however they
can be adapted. Often times, the recipe seems fairly healthy until you observe how many people it serves
and thus what the actual serving size is (small! I have found many good recipes that really work. General,
I give it 4 stars even if I do make changes, since it gives me an excellent springboard to start out cooking
a bit more healthy. Great recipes and nice organization Made the transition to a center healthy diet a lot
more bearable than I anticipated. Great recipes and nice organization.Not really what the name suggests.
Great recipes, easily available ingredients, and good sense.. That is one of the hardest what to get ideal in
the reduced sodium world.! Now you can. The recipe for" "Skillet Nachos" contains surface beef, jarred
salsa, black olives, cheddar cheese and sour cream. "veggie Bars" require a bundle of Crescent Rolls, sour
cream, cream cheese, bottled ranch dressing, black olives, and cheddar cheese. "Cornbead-Topped Bean
Casserole" demands canned pork and coffee beans, packaged taco seasoning blend, a cup of cheddar
cheese, and a complete tablespoon of baking powder. They are just some of the many, many recipes
which likewise call for these kinds of ingredients. I'm uncertain how or why these recipes are being
known as "heart healthful", but I certainly can't utilize them. "Artichoke Pie" includes 697 mg of sodium,
130 mg of cholesterol, and 8 grams of saturated fats PER SERVING. "Broccoli Crazy Rice Casserole" 623
mg sodium per serving. With a heart condition and a partner with diabetes that is great. I was pretty
unhappy to find that a lot of of the recipes consist of forbidden foods, including butter, eggs and refined
grain.... There a many more I plan to try. Great Book! This was exactly as I had hoped it could be.) and
the kinds of thing that he is able to eat. The quality recipes are quite good even though I don't like
everything (I'm only human) it enables me to observe how to subtly change it out to make it my very own.
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